Our values are:

- Clever design from modular thinking
- Customers’ needs drive our actions
- Flexibility in our offering
- Quality in all we do
- Best of the best
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STEEL FRAME WHEELCHAIR

**ICON 10** is the steel frame wheelchair for the tender market from Rehasense.

In its most basic form, it can be configured with a single axis for the 24” wheels and fixed angle front forks with 8” wheels.

For attendant care applications, 12” or 16” rear wheel and axle plates are available. It can also be ordered with a rear axle plate that has up to 20 positions.

With this axle plate it can be set up for extra stability, such as for amputee’s who are self propelling, or less stable for more active self-propellers.

Standard arm rests and leg rests are height and length adjustable. Options, such as elevating leg rests and anti-tippers may be fitted.

---

**SWL:**
140 kg for sizes up to 50 cm and 180 kg for 53 cm for greater

**Seat widths:**
35 cm to 61 cm

**Seat depths:**
40 cm, 45 cm

**Frame materials:**
Steel (KTL coated) and Aluminium

**Wheels:** Aluminium rims, steel hubs and spokes; aluminium push rings

**Surface treatment:**
Powder coating
ALUMINIUM FRAME WHEELCHAIR

ICON 20 is the basic aluminium frame wheelchair for the tender market and low need user from Rehasense.

Because of its multi-position rear axle it can be set up with range of seat heights and wheel combinations, suitable for a range of users from active to sedentary.

For attendant care applications, 12" or 16" rear wheel and axle plates are available.

These can also be fitted with drum brakes as an option. The front castor angle is fixed. Choices for arm rests include drop in and height adjustable swing-up arm rest.

Length adjustable leg rests have flip up foot plates. Other options include frame rigidiser, head rests and restraint belts.

SWL:
140 kg for sizes up to 50 cm and 180 kg for 53 cm for greater

Seat widths:
35 cm to 61 cm

Seat depths:
45 cm, 50 cm

Frame materials: Aluminium

Wheels: Aluminium rims, steel hubs and spokes; aluminium push rings

Surface treatment: Powder coating
ICON 30

FOLDING ALUMINIUM WHEELCHAIR

ICON 30 is the folding aluminium wheelchair with the greatest seat height, width and depth range of the fixed frame chairs. A rear axle plate with up to 30 different positions can be fitted to allow for seat height fitting range from 35 cm to 51 cm, depending on the wheel choices made.

The front castor angle is adjustable, enabling a smooth “flutter free” run. Further fine tuning can be achieved with angle and depth adjustable foot plates, while arm rest height can easily be changed with push button adjustment. A “quick clamp” supports on the run adjustment of the foot plate height.

Many accessories can be fitted to this and other ICON chairs, such as, elevating leg rest, stabilising head-neck supports, lateral trunk supports, one arm drive units plus much more.

SWL: 150 kg for sizes up to 50 cm and 190 kg for 50 cm for greater

Seat widths: 25 cm to 61 cm

Seat depths: 40 cm, 45 cm

Frame materials: Aluminium

Wheels: Aluminium rims, steel hubs and spokes; aluminium push rings

Surface treatment: Powder coating
**ICON 40**

**DEPTH ADJUSTABLE FRAME WHEELCHAIR**

**ICON 40** is the only depth adjustable frame in the ICON range of folding wheelchairs.

Depth adjustability allows for the best possible fit when combined with the big range of width and seat height adjustment in the ICON Mobility System.

Choices for the rear axle plates allow for 25 or 50 axle positions. Many features e.g. the back cane mount can be angle adjustable and the push handles can also be height adjustable. As for all ICON chairs, there are many possibilities for options and accessories.

The flexibility of the **ICON 40** frame supports many users from growing children, rehabilitation clients as well as active independent users.

**SWL:**
150 kg for sizes up to 50 cm and 190 kg for 50 cm for greater

**Seat widths:**
25 cm to 61 cm

**Seat depths:**
30 to 45 cm and 40 to 55 cm

**Frame materials:**
Aluminium

**Wheels:** Aluminium rims, steel hubs and spokes; aluminium push rings

**Surface treatment:**
Powder coating
PART 2
COMFORT WHEELCHAIRS
GREAT SEATING AND POSITIONAL COMFORT
ICON 120 provide great seating and positional comfort as well as a lot of inbuilt adjustment capabilities to ensure an exact fit.

Hip widths can be adjusted with the arm rests and side panel pads.

Seat depth is also adjustable for longer leg users.

The laminated Seat and Back cushions provide good postural control and pressure distribution over bony prominence with good lateral support to prevent the user from drifting sideways.

The back frame is angle, depth and height adjustable to fit all kinds of backs.

The head/neck support has 11.5 cm of medio-lateral slide adjustment as well as height, angle and depth adjustment.
**ICON 120 SP**

**SELF PROPELLED OR ATTENDANT PROPELLED**

*ICON 120* can be set up as either SP (Self Propelled) or AP (Attendant Propelled) with a variety of wheel and brake options.

The seat base is depth adjustable and the chassis can be extended by 5 or 10 cm for taller users.

Elevating leg rests with padded calf supports and angle adjustable footplates are standard on the ICON 120.

Armrests are height and depth adjustable, and covered with soft foam with PU fabric covers.

Many accessories are available from the ICON Mobility System including tray tables, O2 bottle holders, IV poles, swing away lateral supports, abduction pommel, lap belts and more.

**SWL:**
180 kg

**Crash tested SWL:**
134 kg

**Frame materials:**
Steel and aluminium

**Wheels:** aluminium rims, steel
Hubs and spokes; aluminium push rings

**Surface treatment:**
Ktl and powder coating
WHEELCHAIR ACCESSORIES

Amputee legrest
Elevating legrest
Infusion holder
Umbrella

Universal clamp
Stability bar
a) Anti-tip slide up version
b) Anti-tip swing away
c) Anti-tip swing up

Lateral support

a) Safety belt metal buckle
b) Safety belt plastic buckle

Oxygen bottle holder
Tray table
Reclining back canes

Head rest and goose neck extension
Crutch holder
Height adjustable push handles
Hemiplegic armrest
PART 3
ROLLATORS
The **Server** has a unique design with a triangle profile which enable a rigid frame and responsive steering.

With all aluminium construction it is one of the lightest rollators on the market but still supports up to 150 kg user weight.

As a side folding design a much better walking posture for the driver is possible, compared to front folders.

The locking carry handle makes sure it stays firmly when folded thus making it easy to transport and store.

The push handles are height adjustable (Small 60 – 82 cm, Medium 66 – 86 cm and Large 74 – 102 cm) and the braking function is feather light and reliable.

The 200 mm TPE- covered wheels are virtually unbreakable.

### **UNIQUE DESIGN WITH A TRIANGLE PROFILE**

*SWL:* 150 kg  
*Seat height:*  
Small : 50 cm  
Medium: 55 cm  
Large : 62 cm  
*Seat width:* 46 cm (all sizes)  
*Measurements (w x d x h):*  
Small : 61 x 68 x (63 - 79) cm  
Medium: 61 x 68 x (66 - 86) cm  
Large : 61 x 68 x (74 -102) cm  
*Shopping bag (w x d x h):* 32 x 15 x 28 cm  
*Weight:*  
Small : 6,7 kg (+ basket 340 g)  
Medium: 6,8 kg (+ basket 370 g)  
Large : 7,0 kg (+ basket 370 g)
The **Server HD** is capable of taking users up to 200 kg. The Server frame design has an addition strut and 2 by 1 cross brace, reinforcing the strength but retaining the lightness and agility of the standard Server.

With all aluminium construction it is one of the lightest rollators on the market that supports up to 200 kg user weight.

As a side folding design a much better walking posture for the driver is possible, compared to front folders. This is very important for the heavy user. The locking carry handle makes sure it stays firmly when folded thus making it easy to transport and store.

**Server HD** comes in two sizes (L and M) with push handles that are height adjustable with 10 positions, from 74 cm to 102 cm. The seat height is 55 or 62 cm with an extra wide 55 cm. The braking function is feather light and reliable.

---

**CAPABLE OF TAKING USERS UP TO 200 KG**

**SWL:** 200 kg

**Seat Heights:**
- Medium: 55 cm
- Large: 62 cm

**Seat width:** 55 cm (both sizes)

**Measurements (w x d x h):**
- Medium: 69 x 68 x (66 - 86) cm
- Large: 69 x 68 x (74 - 102) cm

**Shopping bag (w x d x h):**
- 35 x 17 x 27 cm

**Weights**
- Medium: 7.6 kg (+ basket 370 g)
- Large: 7.9 kg (+ basket 370 g)
The Router has a unique design with a triangle profile which enable a rigid frame and responsive steering. The side frame parts are joined with a die-cast aluminium front castor mount. This offers great strength as well as styling options.

With all aluminium construction it is one of the lightest rollators on the market but still supports up to 150 kg user weight. As a side folding design a much better walking posture for the driver is possible, compared to front folders.

The locking carry handle makes sure it stays firmly when folded thus making it easy to transport and store. The push handles are height adjustable (Small 60 – 82 cm, Medium 66 – 86 cm and Large 74 – 102 cm) and the braking function is feather light and reliable.

**UNIQUE DESIGN WITH A TRIANGLE PROFILE**

**SWL:** 150 kg

**Seat heights:**
- Medium: 55 cm
- Large: 62 cm

**Seat width:** 46 cm (all sizes)

**Measurements** (w x d x h):
- Medium: 61 x 68 x (66 - 86) cm
- Large: 61 x 68 x (74 - 102) cm

**Shopping bag** (w x d x h):
32 x 15 x 28 cm

**Weights**
- Medium: 7.0 kg (+ basket 370 g)
- Large: 7.2 kg (+ basket 370 g)
Space – the lightest Indoor/Outdoor alloy rollator from Rehasense. By utilising smart profiles and high strength alloy hardware, Space tips the scales at less than 5.5 kg! This makes it the easiest “X” frame, metal rollator in the market to lift, turn and generally manoeuvre.

Add this strong weight advantage to the rigid X frame design and the driving experience is light yet very positive. Carrying a payload in the basket is no longer a burden. The new side frame design provide more open “space” in the foot area, reducing the possibility of tripping considerably.

Other features in Space leverage the design experience and best features of the whole Rehasense rollator family – quick and positive braking, intelligent handle height adjustment though indexed settings, TPE low profile wheels as standard for a positive driving feel – not to mention access to all of the accessories from the Rehasense “ICT” family of rollators and walking aids.

**LIGHTEST INDOOR/OUTDOOR ALLOY ROLLATOR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SWL: 150 kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seat height:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large: 62.5 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seat width: 46 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurements (w x d x h):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large: 61 x 66 x (80 -103) cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shopping bag (w x d x h):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 x 15 x 28 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weights:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large: 5.5 kg (+ basket 370 g)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**ATHLON SL**

**LIGHTEST SIDE FOLDING ROLLATOR AVAILABLE**  
**Athlon SL** Super Light is the lightest side folding rollator available. Furthermore, it is rated to 150 kg.

Push handles height adjustable to 10 positions, from 74 cm to 102 cm. User comfort is ensured with three different seat heights - 62, 55 and 50 cm.

It has ergonomic push handles and the braking function is feather light and reliable. As a side folding design a much better walking posture for the driver is possible, compared to front folders.

The locking carry handle makes sure it stays firmly when folded thus making it easy to transport and store. Athlon super light is made for 100% carbon fiber lamination-the lightest and strong material available, today.

**SWL:** 150 kg

**Seat heights:**  
Small: 50 cm  
Medium: 55 cm  
Large: 62 cm

**Seat width:** 46 cm (all sizes)

**Measurements (w x d x h):**  
Small: 61 x 68 x (60 - 79) cm  
Medium: 61 x 68 x (66 - 86) cm  
Large: 61 x 68 x (74 - 102) cm

**Shopping bag (w x d x h):**  
32 x 15 x 28 cm

**Weights:**  
Small: 4,9 kg (+ basket 340 g)  
Medium: 5,2 kg (+ basket 370 g)  
Large: 5,4 kg (+ basket 370 g)
The Athlon HD is capable of taking users up to 200 kg. The carbon frame design has a 2 by 1 cross brace, reinforcing the strength but retaining the lightness and agility of the standard Athlon.

With all carbon construction it is one of the lightest carbon rollator on the market that supports up to 200 kg user weight.

As a side folding design a much better walking posture for the driver is possible, compared to front folders. This very important for the heavy user. The locking carry handle makes sure it stays firmly when folded thus making it easy to transport and store.

Athlon HD comes in one size (L) with push handles that are height adjustable with 10 positions, from 74 cm to 102 cm. The seat height is 62 cm with an extra wide 55 cm. The braking function is feather light and reliable.
The Xeon is the lightest Indoor/Outdoor carbon rollator from Rehasense. By utilising smart profiles and carbon fibre materials, Xeon tips the scales at less than 5,0 kg! This makes it the easiest “X” frame, carbon rollator in the market to lift, turn and generally manoeuvre.

Add this strong weight advantage to the rigid X frame design and the driving experience is light yet very positive. Carrying a payload in the basket is no longer a burden. The new side frame design provide more open space in the foot area, reducing the possibility of tripping considerably.

Other features in Xeon leverage the design experience and best features of the whole Rehasense rollator family – quick and positive braking, intelligent handle height adjustment though indexed settings, TPE low profile wheels as standard for a positive driving feel – not to mention access to all of the accessories from the Rehasense “ICT” family of rollators and walking aids.
EXPLORER

FOR ACTIVE USER

Explorer is for active user that wants to take to get off the beaten path. A strong frame and wide seat can take up to 200 kg user weight in the large sizes.

The large 285 mm front wheel eats up bumps and hard surfaces. As a side folding design a much better walking posture for the driver is possible, compared to front folders. This is very important for the heavy user.

The locking carry handle makes sure it stays firmly when folded thus making it easy to transport and store.

The Explorer comes in two sizes (L and M) with push handles that are height adjustable with 9 positions, from 78 cm to 112 cm. The seat height is 62 or 55cm with an extra wide 55 cm. The braking function is feather light and reliable.

SWL: 200 kg

Seat heights:
Medium: 55 cm
Large : 62 cm

Seat width: 55 cm (both sizes)

Measurements (w x d x h):
Medium: 69 x 77 x (78 - 90) cm
Large : 69 x 77 x (91 - 112) cm

Shopping bag (w x d x h):
33 x 17 x 24 cm

Weights:
Medium: 9,0 kg (+ basket 370 g)
Large : 9,2 kg (+ basket 370 g)
THE NEW INDOOR ROLLATOR

Pixel – the new Indoor rollator from Rehasense – light, functional and very stylish!

A positive driving feel comes from the responsive rigid frame, with braking security at your fingertips from light but positive brake bar with the power paddles for extra grip and leverage.

The height adjustable driving handle is ergonomically designed to make a comfortable grip for even the most trouble hands. Using the working/dining tray is easy, once the Pixel is in position with the brakes locked “on”. There is plenty of knee clearance under the carry basket.

Pixel folds up to a tidy package when not in use – the quick release lock is easy to use and the folded “footprint” is small enough to leave standing behind without getting in the way.

Pixel comes in stylish colour combinations to reflect your personality – you can take Pixel out anywhere or just stay in!
The Navigator is based on the Router unique design with a triangle profile which enables a rigid frame and responsive steering. Additional are the fore arm supports which provide more weight bearing possibilities for the driver who needs more support during walking.

It is one of the few Walkers that is folding and can go into a car easily, for transport. With all aluminium construction it is one of the lightest rollators on the market but still supports up to 150 kg user weight. As a side folding design a much better walking posture for the driver is possible, compared to front folders.

The locking carry handle makes sure it stays firmly when folded thus making it easy to transport and store.

**SWL:** 150 kg

**Seat heights:**
- Medium: 55 cm
- Large: 62 cm

**Seat width:** 55 cm (both sizes)

**Measurements:** (w x d x h)
- Medium: 62 x 68 x (75–100) cm
- Large: 62 x 68 x (102–127) cm

**Basket (w x d x h):**
- 32 x 15 x 28 cm

**Weights:**
- Medium: 7.9 kg (+ basket 370 g)
- Large: 9.6 kg (+ basket 370 g)
ROLLATOR ACCESSORIES

- Net bag
- Crutch holder
- Umbrella
- Transportation bag
- Shopping bag with zipper
- Backrest (850mm, 750mm, 700mm)
- Flashlight
- One hand brake (L, M, S) for rollator / Navigator
- Infusion holder
- Adjustable backrest
- Soft wheel
- Oxygen bottle holder
- Slow down brake 2 wheels set
- Velcro tray and seat set
- Bag with cover black
- Rigid seat
High strength aluminium ramps.

New channel ramp series available in foldable and telescopic versions and as a combination of both. The design and material choices makes it a very strong heavy use series of ramps, ready to support in a safe way.

- Side profiles to protect against lateral slipping
- Ergonomic lifting handles
- Anti-slip wheel contact surface
- Pondus friction at the contact areas

Telescopic ramps are equipped with plastic sliding bearings to secure smooth operation.

SWL:
250 to 400 kg

Available lengths:
55, 110, 120, 150, 200, 280, 290 cm

Step height range:
11 to 60 cm

Track widths:
18 to 21 cm

Transport weights:
3.0 to 16.6 kg
The practical adjustable doorstep ramps are very easy to install and remove. The surface of the ramp profile is equipped with anti-slide grooves for better grip and anodized for high abrasive resistance. They are easy to fold, carry and store.

**Specifications:**
- **SWL:** 350 kg
- **Lengths (unfolded):** 40 and 45 cm
- **Step height range:** 3 to 7 cm
- **Track widths (doorstep width):** 2 x 25 variable and 76 cm
- **Transport weights:** 1.6 – 3.3 kg
Broadband are made from laminated fibre composite sheets fixed in a sturdy aluminium frame. The top surface is a hard wearing sheet provides excellent anti-slip properties. The edge barriers are high and strong to prevent driving off the side of the ramp.

The small to medium length ramps are "suitcase" style folders. Longer ramps are split to two sections that are hinged and fold at the middle. When joined there is a safety lock to ensure the ramps remain connected and stable during the heaviest of use.

When not in use there are safety closures, folding handles and rubber feet to make handling and storage easy.

SWL:
150 to 300 kg

Available lengths:
45, 70, 90, 120, 150, 180, 210, 240, 300 cm

Step height range:
9 to 60 cm

Track widths:
71, 2 x 25, 2 x 38 and 76 cm

Transport weights:
4,1 to 12,4 kg
PART 5
TRANSFER
The Platform has a modern design, is rigid and stable but still with a light aluminium construction. It has height adjustable gas spring activated arm supports, with a firm locking mechanism. Soft and comfortable PU-pads are easily adjusted in and out for a more stable feeling.

The push handles are adjustable in 6 directions and have positive break control lever to a strong and integrated braking system. Additional caster lock control the 4 wheels. A narrow frame allows it to pass through a standard 75 cm door opening.

**SWL: 150 kg**

**Distance between arm supports (adjustable):** 31-48 cm

**Total width**

69-80 cm

**Height of the arm supports (adjustable):** 90-130 cm

**Length:** 80 cm

**Weight:** 18 kg

**Accessories:**

Oxygen bottle holder, IV Pole with mounting bracket, utility magazine bag. One-hand brake.
**Gateway** is the perfect transfer device for indoor use. It makes the transfers between bed/chairs/toilets etc much easier. The upper support bars are curved for better body fit.

The support pads can be adjusted up and down, and the complete device can easily be folded or taken apart for optimized storage or transportation. The one foot operated brake system operates both wheels.

The device can easily be folded or taken apart for optimized storage or transportation. Height adjustable, soft angle adjustable support pads.

**PERFECT TRANSFER DEVICE**

**Gateway** is the perfect transfer device for indoor use. It makes the transfers between bed/chairs/toilets etc much easier. The upper support bars are curved for better body fit.

The support pads can be adjusted up and down, and the complete device can easily be folded or taken apart for optimized storage or transportation. The one foot operated brake system operates both wheels.

The device can easily be folded or taken apart for optimized storage or transportation. Height adjustable, soft angle adjustable support pads.

**MOBILE TRANSFER DEVICE**

- **Top Frame Height**: 1173 mm
- **Total weight**: 18 kg
- **Tube Diameter**: 25 mm
- **Wheels**: 6 total, 2 main brake wheels
- **Frame width**: 479 mm
- **Max Width**: 574 mm
- **Max Length**: 638 mm
- **Frame angle**: 75°
SWITCH

- Electric (Linak) or manual leg operation
- Magnetic controller allows you to place it anywhere on the lifter
- Four point yoke as standard
- Multiple push positions on push handle
- Australian standards testing
- Easy roll dual castors
- Folding mast

Max. user weight: 150 kg
Base width: 670 mm
Base length: 1220 mm
Spreader bar height range: 400 – 1600 mm
Linak actuator
PART 6
HYGIENE
Backup is a powder coated, height adjustable aluminium shower chair with fixed handles. Seat width and depth 40 different positions with 2.5 cm steps by the use of snaplock clips, also suitable for tall users. Three legs have rubber tips and the fourth has a fine adjustment for uneven surfaces. An accessory, the back rest is height adjustable and removable. The shower chair can be used with or without backrest.

The shower chair has been tested and approved users of up to 150 kg. It is made from rustproof aluminium, stainless steel and polyethylene.

**HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE ALUMINIUM SHOWER CHAIR**

**Backup** is a powder coated, height adjustable aluminium shower chair with fixed handles. Seat width and depth 40 different positions with 2.5 cm steps by the use of snaplock clips, also suitable for tall users. Three legs have rubber tips and the fourth has a fine adjustment for uneven surfaces. An accessory, the back rest is height adjustable and removable. The shower chair can be used with or without backrest.

The shower chair has been tested and approved users of up to 150 kg. It is made from rustproof aluminium, stainless steel and polyethylene.
The Monitor commode chair is made of powder coated steel & aluminium tubing.

It comes with armrests and can be mounted on top of a toilet or used as a portable accessory with a bucket. The legs are adjustable, with 8 different height setting in 2.5 cm steps. One of the legs is provided with a fine-adjustment foot.

The device is equipped with all the usual features of similar products for example adjustable seat height, water resistant, plastic lid & bucket.

It requires just one Allen key for assembly (the key is supplied in the package).

FOR INDIVIDUALS WHO REQUIRE SEATING SUPPORT

The Monitor commode chair is made of powder coated steel & aluminium tubing.

Max. load: 160 kg
Seat depth: 36.5 – 40 cm
Total weight with accessories: 6.35 kg
Length: 54 – 60 cm
Width: 54 cm
Seat Width: 48 cm
Height: 69 – 86 cm
Height of seat: 48 - 66 cm
The Cloud 250 is the new “ultra-low bed” from Rehasense.
Because the mattress plate can go down to 11 cm from the floor, the Cloud 250 is very good for the restricting the risk of injury for users with coordination or dementia issues.

Cloud 250 is good for a SWL of up to 200 kg making allowance for accessories like mattresses, air mattresses with pumps, bed poles etc.

It is available in either “Single” (90 cm) or “King Single” (1.06 cm) and has an adjustable length range of 200 mm to 220 cm.

Standards:
- **Power input**: 230 AC 50 Hz, Max current 1 A
- **Rate load**: Interruption 10%, Max 2 minutes / 18 minutes
- **Leakage protection**: Class 1 Type B
- **Waterproof grade**: IP54

**Specifications**:

- **S.W.L. (Safety factor 2 x S.W.L.)**: 250 kg
- **Max. user weight**: 200 kg
- **Overall Length**: 228 cm
- **Overall width**:
  - Single: 90 cm
  - King single: 106 cm
- **Mattress surface length between panels**: 200 cm
- **Bed platform height range**: 11 mm to 74 cm
- **Back rest angle adjustment**: 0° – 65°
- **Knee bend angle adjustment**: 0° – 35°
- **Mattress size**:
  - Single: 90 x 200 cm
  - King Single: 105 cm x 200 cm